
Local University Students Complete Internship Program Amid 
COVID-19 Crisis with the Help of Some Chalk 

 
On April 15, 2020, health care workers at Kaiser 
Permanente West Los Angeles Medical Center 
stepped out of the hospital to a display of 
encouraging messages across the courtyard. Earlier 
that day, interns at the medical center completed 
their internship program by creating colorful chalk 
masterpieces to help encourage hospital 
employees and physicians during the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

The university students, who are completing degrees at California State University, Northridge 
(CSUN), University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), and West Los Angeles College (WLAC), 
participated in the Kaiser Permanente Patient Experience (PX) program. The PX program is an 
internship designed for students seeking to apply to health professional programs.  

The interns shadow medical center administrators, attend management meetings, and meet 
senior team leadership. Additionally, this group of interns helped roll out a communication tool 
for nurses; observed housekeeping staff and ensured proper protocols and equipment were 
being used; and helped the Food and Nutrition department with food tastings, tray audits, and 
temperature taking.  

Fredy Vera, a senior at CSUN, was one of PX program interns who helped create the chalk art 
on the medical center courtyard.  

“You see lots of things on the media that are negative and meant to scare people,” Vera said. “I 
thought the [chalk art] was cool because it tells the clinical staff and everyone working in the 
hospital that this message is for you, and it is positive.” 

Vera’s chalk art focused on unity and reminding 
health care workers that they are not alone 
during this outbreak. The art included messages 
such as “Thank you for caring,” “Stay Strong,” 
and “We are all in this together.” 

Vera hopes to return and volunteer with the PX 
program once the pandemic is over. For now, he 
is focusing on his classes, connecting with family 
virtually, and looking forward to his graduation. 

 
 


